
 

Wit Versus Humour

The Oxford English Dictionary says....

Humour: a. The ability of a person to appreciate or express what is funny or comical; a sense of
what is amusing or ludicrous [as in "sense of humour"] That quality of action, speech, or writing,
which excites amusement; oddity, jocularity, facetiousness, comicality, fun.

b. With reference to action, speech, writing, etc.: the quality of being amusing, the capacity to elicit
laughter or amusement. Also: comical or amusing writing, performance, etc.

Wit: a. Quickness of intellect or liveliness of fancy, with capacity of apt expression; talent for saying
brilliant or sparkling things, esp. in an amusing way.

b. That quality of speech or writing which consists in the apt association of thought and expression,
calculated to surprise and delight by its unexpectedness

Relation between humour and wit: humour is funny in and of itself, whereas wit needs something
already humorous to magnify or enhance.

Humour is inherently funny or laughable, like a child talking slightly wrong but not perceiving any
error; a fat man struggling to button a tight jacket; almost anything on America's Funniest Home Videos
like a big guy doing a cannonball into a small outdoor swimming pool, collapsing the sides and getting
everyone wet.

Wit is a comic form or technique that observes and magnifies the humour of the inherently
humorous.

• When a person slips on a banana peel, it's inherently humorous or funny.

• Wit makes a humorous situation more humorous by commenting, usually ironically or with
wordplay or punning: A humorous person slips on a banana peel and shakes it off; a witty
person comments, "Nice form!"

A familiar example of wit is the comic monologue, where the stand-up comedian "observes" the
oddities, foolishness, or humour of human life or society, then makes these qualities funnier through
association, extension, irony, or expansion.

(Stand-up comics also mimesis when they impersonate someone or something.)

Alternative terms:

• Physical humour is sometimes referred to as "low humour" or "low comedy"

• Verbal humour or wit is comparable referred to as "high comedy"

 

Difference Between Humour And Comedy?



Everyday speech makes little if any distinction. Literary criticism, however, observes the following
differences:

• humour describes a situation or human figure that is inherently amusing, droll, or funny. Such an
effect often depends on incongruity, excess, or some combination, like a big tough goon holding
his wife's purse, a small child wearing a parent's shoes, or the classic "fat man-tight jacket."

• Comedy involves humorous situations and characters, but the term may be reserved for one of
the four major narrative genres:

The story-line of comedy often begins with a problem or a mistake (as in mistaken identity) involving
a recognizable social situation: one person being taken for another, disguises, cross-dressing, dressing
up or down, or role-reversals. The action consists of characters trying to resolve the problem or live up
to the demands of the false identity, or of other characters trying to reconcile the “new identity” with
the “old identity.” Comedy ends with the problem overcome or the disguise abandoned. As a
concluding action, characters join in marriage, song, dance, or a party, demonstrating a restoration of
unity.


